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Put glue on the back of parts  2  to 11 , fold along the line and attach them so that 

the picture faces outwards. Following the lines, cut out the petals.

Put glue on the back.

Part 2 4 Part 5 11

Cut a slot.

Making the Rose Petals

Assembly procedureAssembly procedureAssembly procedure Cut line Mountain fold Valley fold Slot

http://www.canon.com/c-park/en/http://www.canon.com/c-park/en/

Glue, scissors and other tools may be dangerous to 
young children so be sure to keep them out of the reach 
of young children.

scissors, paste, a used ballpoint pen (tracing along the fold lines makes 
them easier to fold)

Caution

You will needYou will needYou will need

Explanation of SymbolsExplanation of SymbolsExplanation of Symbols

Numbered glue tabs
Glue the parts together in the order indicated by the numbers.
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Making the Rose Petals Making a Rose 

Part 2 4

Part 5 11

Part 2 Part 2Part 3

Part 4

Align the curled edges of the petal you made using part  2  in step       together.
Next, wrap the part  3  petal around the part  2  petal and glue them together.

* Follow the same procedure as you did for 
   parts  2  to  4  in steps      to     .
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Assembly procedureAssembly procedureAssembly procedure

Assemble the petals using parts  2  to  4  (3 petals), 
and curl both edges of the petals inwards.

Assemble the petals using parts   5  to  11  (7 petals),
 and curl both edges of the petals outwards.

Wrap the part  4  petal around the part  2  and  3  petals in the same way, 
and glue them together.

Curl the petal

Curl the petal

Fold along 
the mountain fold line.

Glue the indicated 
areas together.

Put glue on the base.

Put glue on the base.

Roll the petal tightly 
so that the tip does 
not come open.

Open the curled petals a little.

Open the curled petals a little.

Roll the petal tightly 
so that the tip does 
not come open.
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Making a Rose

Put glue on the base.

Part 5 Part 5

Part 6

Put part      on top of the part  5  petal you made from step       , and glue it down.

Put part      on top of the part  6  petal you made from step       , and glue it down.

Put glue on the base.

Part7

Put part      on top of the part  7  petal you made from step       , and glue it down.

Attach all the petals in the same way.

Assembly procedureAssembly procedureAssembly procedure
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Put glue on the base.

Press down on both edges and 
firmly attach.

Press down on both edges and�
 firmly attach.

The flower petals will be 
half overlapping each other.

Press down on both edges and 
firmly attach.

The flower petals will be 
half overlapping each other.
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Glue the rose to the leaves

Part 1

Put glue on the back of part  1  , fold it outwards, and glue it down.

 Cut out the leaves following the lines, and curl them.

Glue the rose to the leaves made with part  1 .

Put glue on the back.

Assembly procedureAssembly procedureAssembly procedure
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Completed
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